The normal expression of β-globin protein in mature erythrocytes is critically dependent on post-transcriptional events in erythroid progenitors that ensure the high stability of β-globin mRNA. Previous work has revealed that these regulatory processes require AUF-1 and YB-1, two RNA-binding proteins that assemble an mRNP β-complex on the β-globin 3′UTR. Here, we demonstrate that the β-complex organizes during the erythropoietic interval when both β-globin mRNA and protein accumulate rapidly, implicating the importance of this regulatory mRNP to normal erythroid differentiation. Subsequent functional analyses link β-complex assembly to the half-life of β-globin mRNA in vivo, providing a mechanistic basis for this regulatory activity. AUF-1 and YB-1 appear to serve a redundant post-transcriptional function, as both β-complex assembly and β-globin mRNA levels are reduced by coordinate depletion of the two factors, and can be restored by independent rescue with either factor alone. Additional studies demonstrate that the β-complex assembles more efficiently on polyadenylated transcripts, implicating a model in which the β-complex enhances the binding of PABPC1 to the poly(A) tail, inhibiting mRNA deadenylation and consequently effecting the high half-life of β-globin transcripts in erythroid progenitors. These data specify a posttranscriptional mechanism through which AUF1 and YB1 contribute to the normal development of erythropoietic cells, as well as to non-hematopoietic tissues in which AUF1-and YB1-based regulatory mRNPs have been observed to assemble on heterologous mRNAs.
Introduction
Post-transcriptional events that regulate the stabilities of individual mRNAs are increasingly recognized for their impact on cell development and differentiation: genome-wide analyses attribute~50% of changes in gene expression to processes that alter mRNA half-lives (Cheadle et al., 2005) . Events that regulate mRNA stability are particularly important in terminally differentiating erythroid progenitor cells that are transcriptionally silent, but remain translationally active (Greer et al., 2009) . The critical impact of post-transcriptional process to normal erythropoiesis is illustrated by functional studies of mRNAs that encode human α and β globins, the principal proteins expressed in erythrocytes. The two globin mRNAs exhibit half-life values that exceed 20 hr in vivo (Ross and Sullivan, 1985; Volloch and Housman, 1981) , which provide for their selective enrichment both in transcriptionally silent erythroid progenitors and in their anucleate progeny, and account for the consequent high-level expression of their encoded α-and β-globin proteins. Congenital molecular defects that compromise the stabilities of either mRNA effect significant decrements in globin production that can precipitate serious clinical conditions that are collectively termed thalassemias (Clegg et al., 1971; Peixeiro et al., 2011; Weiss and Liebhaber, 1994) . The clear relevance of post-transcriptional processes to normal hemoglobinization has fostered intense interest in defining the cis-acting mRNA determinants and corresponding trans-acting factors that mediate this critical aspect of definitive erythropoiesis.
We recently identified two trans-acting factors that regulate the level of β-globin mRNA in erythroid cells through a mechanism that, while not yet fully elucidated, exhibits several novel features (van Zalen et al., 2012) . The two RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), AUF-1 and YB-1, assemble an erythroidspecific messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) on a region of 3′UTR that has previously been implicated as a determinant of β-globin mRNA stability (Jiang et al., 2006) . This mRNP, which we term the 'β-complex', is cytoplasm-restricted and erythroidspecific, suggesting that it participates in regulating β-globin mRNA at the stages of erythroid differentiation when progenitor cells are transcriptionally silenced and, subsequently, extrude their nuclei. Several well-described properties of AUF-1 and YB-1 are consistent with this possibility: both proteins express at high levels in late erythropoiesis (van Zalen et al., 2012) , display mRNA-stabilizing activities (Capowski et al., 2001; Fellows et al., 2012; McGray et al., 2011) , and interact with poly(A) binding protein (PABP) (Higashi et al., 2011; Laroia et al., 1999) , a factor that enhances the half-lives of heterologous mRNAs by maintaining the integrities of their polyadenylate tails (Bernstein et al., 1989; Wilusz et al., 2001) .
Investigations from our laboratory and from others have provided insights into the specific mechanisms through which AUF-1 and YB-1 may effect the unusually high stability of β-globin mRNA. Functional analyses conducted in vivo suggest that AUF-1 and YB-1 act redundantly, as coordinate depletion of both factors is required to reduce levels of β-globin mRNA at steady state (van Zalen et al., 2012) . Structural assays performed in vitro demonstrate that the two proteins bind independently to the β-globin 3′UTR, fully according with the proposed model for functional redundancy (van Zalen et al., 2012) . While revealing, these data do not address more fundamental mechanistic questions, e.g., whether AUF-1 and YB-1 bind simultaneously to single β-globin transcripts or, alternatively, bind independently to different β-globin mRNAs. Both possibilities are consistent with previously described interactions between the two RBPs and several non-globin RNAs. For example, AUF-1 and YB-1 bind simultaneously to a synthetic AU-rich RNA (Moraes et al., 2003) , consistent with their inclusion in a functional multiprotein mRNP (Skalweit et al., 2003) . In contrast, AUF-1 and YB-1 bind independently to defined mRNA-stability motifs in the 3′UTRs of mRNAs that encode GM-CSF, VEGF, and TSP-1 (Capowski et al., 2001; Fellows et al., 2012; McGray et al., 2011) , illustrating the capacities of these regulatory factors for structural and functional independence. A more comprehensive description of the mechanism(s) through which AUF-1 and YB-1 regulate β-globin mRNA, as either heteromeric or monomeric mRNPs, is fundamental to understanding the post-transcriptional processes that are required for normal erythropoiesis.
It is likely that the mechanism through which AUF-1 and YB-1 regulate levels of β-globin mRNA reflects a modification of molecular processes that contribute to the decay of heterologous transcripts. mRNA degradation in eukaryotes characteristically initiates with 3′→5′ exonucleolytic digestion of the poly(A) tail, proceeds with enzymatic removal of the 5′m 7 GpppG cap structure, and is completed by endonucleolytic degradation of the deadenylated, decapped transcript (Parker and Song, 2004; Wahle and Winkler, 2013) . This process is inhibited by the cytoplasmic form of PABP (PABPC1), which binds as a multimer to the mRNA poly(A) tail and protects it from decay-initiating deadenylation (Bernstein et al., 1989; Wilusz et al., 2001) . A number of RBPs that stabilize heterologous mRNAs -including αCP, HuR, and TTP -appear to execute their effects by enhancing the interaction between PABPC1 and the poly(A) tail (Kedar et al., 2010; Nagaoka et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1999) . As both AUF-1 and YB-1 have previously been shown to interact with PABPC1 bound to non-globin mRNAs (Higashi et al., 2011; Laroia et al., 1999) , it is reasonable to speculate that these two regulatory factors stabilize β-globin mRNA through a related process. The present manuscript defines key features of the mechanism through which AUF-1 and YB-1 regulate β-globin mRNA during normal erythropoiesis. We demonstrate that primary erythroid progenitor cells acquire the capacity to assemble an mRNP β-complex during the developmental interval when there is both an exponential increase in the level of β-globin mRNA and a corresponding accumulation of β-globin protein. Subsequent experiments demonstrate that the two components of the β-complex -AUF-1 and YB-1 -exhibit both structural and functional redundancy. Additional analyses consider the mechanism that underlies the mRNA-stabilizing properties of the β-complex, and establish causal relationships between β-complex assembly, β-globin mRNA polyadenylation, and β-globin mRNA stability. Our results are consistent with the unique process of global transcriptional silencing that characterizes terminal differentiation in erythroid cells, and demonstrate that the β-complex ensures the high half-life of β-globin mRNA by enhancing a protective interaction between PABPC1 and the mRNA poly(A) tail. The data additionally specify a post-transcriptional mechanism that may participate in the regulation of mRNAs that assemble AUF1-and YB1-based mRNPs in a variety of non-hematopoietic cells and tissues.
Results

Concurrent induction of β-globin expression and β-complex assembly during erythropoiesis
The putative regulatory properties of the mRNP β-complex predict its assembly in erythroid progenitor cells during the interval when β-globin mRNA begins to accumulate rapidly. We previously validated the lineage specificity of this expectation by demonstrating that the β-complex forms during erythroid, but not granulocytic-monocytic differentiation (van Zalen et al., 2012) . To define the temporal characteristics of this process, we assessed the capacity of hematopoietic progenitor cells to assemble a β-complex at defined intervals following their induction to erythroid differentiation. RNA electromobility shift assays (R-EMSAs), using a RNA probe comprising the fulllength β-globin 3′UTR (Fig. 1A) , revealed that erythroiddifferentiated CD34+ cells initiate β-complex formation approximately 9 d after addition of EPO, coincident with their induction of β-globin protein to high-level expression (Fig. 1B) . As might be anticipated, the rapid accumulation of β globin in these cells is accompanied by an exponential increase in β-globin mRNA, which parallels the increase in β-complex assembly and is consistent with the proposed mRNA-regulatory properties of the β-complex (Fig. 1C) . The capacity of erythroid progenitor cells to assemble a β-complex during this interval -a characteristic that is progressively enhanced as differentiation proceeds -implicates its importance to the selective enrichment of β-globin mRNA.
2.2.
The β-complex regulates the cytoplasmic half-life of β-globin mRNA Previous analyses conducted in erythroid K562 cells indicate that the β-complex targets a guanosine-rich pentanucleotide at positions 65-69 of the β-globin 3′UTR (Sup Fig. S1 ) (van Zalen et al., 2012) . We confirmed this structural determinant of β-complex assembly -in a biologically meaningful context -by conducting R-EMSAs using cytoplasmic extracts from EPO-induced human CD34+ cells. The sitespecific CUGGG→GACCC mutation fully ablated β-complex assembly in extracts prepared from both erythroid-phenotype K562 cells and primary erythroid progenitor cells ( Fig. 2A) . This result validates the region of 3′UTR that participates in β-complex assembly, demonstrates that it functions as a target for regulatory trans-acting factors in primary erythroid cells, and indicates that β-globin mRNAs carrying an ablative pentanucleotide mutation (β XM ) can be used to investigate the function of the β-complex in cultured K562 cells (Rutherford et al., 1981) .
The cytoplasm-restricted assembly of the β-complex (van Zalen et al., 2012) and the known RNA-regulatory properties of its constituent trans-acting factors (Capowski et al., 2001; Fellows et al., 2012; McGray et al., 2011) predict that the mRNP participates in post-transcriptional processes affecting the stability and/or the translational efficiency of mature β-globin mRNA. Our previous studies demonstrated a significant defect in the accumulation of β-globin mRNA when the integrities of either the cis-or the trans-acting elements of the β-complex were interrupted (Jiang et al., 2006; van Zalen et al., 2012) , suggesting that the β-complex is integral to β-globin posttranscriptional regulatory mechanisms. To test this possibility, K562/tTA cells were transiently transfected with doxycycline (dox)-conditional genes encoding β-globin mRNAs that do (β WT ) or do not (β XM ) assemble a β-complex. Dox exposure specifically arrests β-globin gene transcription in these cells, permitting the contribution of post-mechanisms to the regulated accumulation of β-globin mRNA to be accurately assessed. Serial analyses revealed that β XM mRNA accumulates to a significantly lower level compared to β WT mRNA following a 16-hr interval of transcriptional silence ( Fig. 2B ), validating the importance of the β-complex to β-globin mRNA half-life in vivo. We formally confirmed this possibility using K562/tTA cells engineered to stably express either β WT or β XM mRNAs, facilitating formal half-life (t1/2) analyses of their encoded mRNAs using a related transcriptional chase strategy (Fig. 2C ). Replicate analyses yielded a t1/2 value of 9.3 hr for β XM mRNA, significantly lower than the t1/2 value of 13.4 hr observed for β WT mRNA. The~4-hr decline in the half-life of β XM mRNA and the corresponding~40% decrease in its accumulation concur in demonstrating the importance of the β-complex to the cytoplasmic stability of β-globin mRNA, and accord with expectations that we initially based upon both the cellular localization of this regulatory mRNP (van Zalen et al., 2012) and the timing of its assembly ( Fig. 1) . Collectively, these analyses indicate that the primary function of the β-complex in erythropoiesis is to maintain the high cytoplasmic stability of β-globin mRNA.
AUF-1 and YB-1 independently regulate β-globin mRNA levels
The level of cytoplasmic β-globin mRNA can be reduced in erythroid cells by coordinate depletion of AUF-1 and YB-1, but not by their independent knock-down, suggesting a functional redundancy in AUF-1 and YB-1 activity (van Zalen et al., 2012) .
To confirm this observation, we tested whether the reduced level of β-globin mRNA that results from coordinate depletion of AUF-1 and YB-1 could be restored to normal by exogenous expression of either regulatory factor alone. Our strategy employed HA-tagged AUF-1 and HA-tagged YB-1, each encoded by an mRNA containing synonymous codons that confer siRNA resistance, but do not alter the native aminoacid sequence (Fig. 3A, Sup Fig. S2 ). Endogenous levels of both AUF-1 and YB-1 mRNAs were significantly reduced in K562 cells transfected with the corresponding siRNAs, but were effectively substituted by siRNA-resistant exogenous HA-AUF-1 or HA-YB-1 mRNAs, respectively (Fig. 3B) . The independent expression of either HA-AUF-1 or HA-YB-1 had a clear effect on the accumulation of β-globin mRNA in cells in which endogenous AUF-1 and YB-1 were coordinately depleted (Fig. 3C) . Levels of β-globin mRNA were reduced by approximately one-half in AUF-1/YB-1-depleted K562 cells -relative to lamin siRNA-transfected control cells -but were restored above baseline in similarly depleted cells that independently expressed either siRNA-resistant HA-AUF-1 or siRNA-resistant HA-YB-1. For each experimental condition, R-EMSAs conducted on cytoplasmic extracts demonstrated a β-complex whose intensity paralleled the level of β-globin mRNA (Fig. 3D) , consistent with earlier experiments showing that AUF-1 and YB-1 bind independently to the β-globin 3′UTR and assemble mRNPs with equivalent functions (van Zalen et al., 2012) . These analyses confirm both structural and functional redundancy for AUF-1 and YB-1, since each can independently assemble a β-complex on the β-globin 3′UTR, and each can independently ensure high-level accumulation of β-globin mRNA. 
2.4.
β-complex assembly is enhanced by an mRNA poly(A) tail mRNA-stabilizing factors that target the 3′UTR characteristically act by enhancing the interaction between cytoplasmic poly(A) binding protein (PABPC1) and the polyadenylate tail (Kedar et al., 2010; Nagaoka et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1999) . As both AUF-1 and YB-1 interact with PABPC1 when bound to heterologous mRNAs (Higashi et al., 2011; Laroia et al., 1999) , we posited that the efficiency of β-complex assembly would be enhanced on β-globin 3′UTRs that contained a 3′ poly(A) sequence. This expectation was validated by EMSA analyses, conducted in K562 cells, that demonstrated the assembly of a strong β-complex on a polyadenylated β-globin 3′UTR, but not on a control non-adenylated β-globin 3′UTR (Fig. 4A) . Parallel R-EMSAs conducted with extracts from primary human erythroid progenitor cells displayed a similar though less-pronounced difference that confirmed the principle of this effect (Fig. 4B) .
Collectively, these experiments demonstrate a structural interaction and implicate a functional relationship between the β-complex and the β-globin mRNA poly(A) tail.
β-complex assembly is enhanced by interaction between PABPC1 and either AUF-1 or YB-1
The efficient assembly of the β-complex in the presence of a 3′ polyadenylate tail suggested that AUF-1 and YB-1 interact with PABPC1 to enhance protection of the β-globin poly(A) tail from constitutive degradative processes. We employed two independent strategies to investigate this hypothesis. First, we tested whether PABPC1 contributes to the efficiency with which AUF-1 and YB-1 bind to the β-globin 3′UTR, using an R-EMSA strategy in which a β-globin mRNA probe was incubated with the epitope-tagged factors, either alone or in the presence of PABPC1. Critically, both AUF-1 and YB-1 independently assemble an mRNP on the β-globin 3′UTR in the presence of PABPC1, but not in its absence (Fig. 5A) , demonstrating a previously unknown requirement for PABPC1 in β-complex assembly. Second, we investigated the reciprocal possibility that the β-complex enhances the affinity of PABPC1 for the poly(A) tail, using an RNA affinity-capture strategy in which agaroseimmobilized, polyadenylated β-globin 3′UTR RNAs were incubated with K562 cytoplasmic extract. In contrast to the β WT 3′UTR, the β XM 3′UTR -which does not fully retain AUF-1 or YB-1 -demonstrated an~70% decrease in retained PABPC1 (Fig. 5B) , associating the efficiency of YB-1/AUF-1 binding to the integrity of the PABPC1-poly(A) tail interaction. As AUF-1 and YB-1 both assemble independent mRNPs on the β-globin 3′UTR (Fig. 3D) , and exert redundant functions (Fig. 3C) , we predicted that each factor alone would also be sufficient to enhance PABPC1 binding. We investigated this possibility in RNA affinity-capture experiments in which an agarose-immobilized β WT 3′UTR probe (Sup Fig. S3 ) was incubated in K562 extract that has previously been depleted of either AUF-1 or YB-1. PABPC1 was retained to a similar extent in the absence of either AUF-1 or YB-1 (Fig. 5C ), but did not bind when AUF-1 and YB-1 were coordinately depleted (Fig. 5D ), confirming the hypothesis that AUF-1 and YB-1 independently enhance PABPC1 binding to the poly(A) tail, and providing direct evidence for a mechanism through which the β-complex regulates the cytoplasmic stability of β-globin mRNA.
The β-complex protects the proximal β-globin mRNA poly(A) tail from deadenylation
The poly(A) tail-dependent interactions that we demonstrate suggest a mechanism through which the β-complex enhances β-globin mRNA stability by facilitating the poly(A)-protective properties of PABPC1. This model is consistent with our observations that the β-complex assembles most efficiently on adenylated RNAs (Fig. 4) , interacts with PABPC1 (Fig. 5) , and increases the half-life of β-globin mRNA (Fig. 2) . This model also accords with the general mechanism for mRNA decay that initiates with 3′→5′ deadenylation, but does not proceed to 5′-decapping and subsequent endonucleolytic steps until the 5′-most region of the poly(A) tail is removed (Parker and Song, 2004; Wahle and Winkler, 2013) . We characterized the poly(A) tails of stable β WT or unstable β XM mRNAs in K562 cells, and observed that their lengths were equivalent both at steady state (Fig. 6A, lanes 1 and 5) , and following transcriptional arrest (lanes 2-3, 6-7). This result indicates that while the β-complex is critical to establishing or maintaining PABPC1-poly(A) structural interactions involving the initial 18 adenylate residues (Figs. 4 and 5), it has relatively little impact on PABPC1-poly(A) tail interactions beyond this point (Fig. 6A ). R-EMSA analyses validated this possibility, demonstrating that β-complex assembly -although requiring a poly(A) tail -is not additionally enhanced by its elongation beyond the initial~20 residues (Fig. 6B) . Importantly, an elongated poly(A) tail did not facilitate β-complex assembly on the β XM 3′UTR (Fig. 6C) , consistent with results from earlier studies conducted with minimally polyadenylated 3′UTRs. These analyses confirm that the β-complex is critical to maintaining a protective interaction between the poly(A) tail and PABPC1, thereby inhibiting the initial step of the mRNA-decay process.
Discussion
Although β-globin mRNA is among the most stable transcripts expressed in mammalian cells, the mechanism responsible for its unusually long half-life remains poorly understood. We recently demonstrated that two RNA-binding proteins, AUF-1 and YB-1, increase cytoplasmic levels of β-globin mRNA in erythroid cells by assembling an mRNP β-complex on its 3′UTR (van Zalen et al., 2012) . The positioning of the β-complex as well as the mRNA stability-enhancing characteristics of its components combine to suggest that the β-complex functions by prolonging the half-life of β-globin mRNA. Here, we demonstrate that erythroid progenitors accumulate both β-globin mRNA and its encoded protein at the same stage of differentiation when they first support β-complex assembly. Our analyses also indicate that the β-complex prolongs the half-life of β-globin mRNA by strengthening the interaction between PABPC1 and the 5′-most end of the poly(A) tail, a function that either AUF-1 or YB-1 can perform independently (Fig. 7) . These observations are fully consistent with the cell biology of erythropoiesis, where the β-complex is critical to post-transcriptional regulation of β-globin mRNA during late stages of terminal differentiation when erythroid progenitors are transcriptionally silent. Our structural and functional analyses are consistent in demonstrating that AUF-1 and YB-1 act redundantly in erythroid cells: both proteins can independently assemble a β-globin mRNP (Figs. 3D, 5A ), recruit PABPC1 (Fig. 5) , and regulate levels of β-globin mRNA (Fig. 3C) . While functional redundancy is not uncommon in processes that control human gene expression, this arrangement typically involves regulatory proteins that are structurally related (Melko et al., 2011; Paik et al., 2007) . This is not the case for AUF-1 and YB-1, which belong to the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein-and cold-shock protein families, respectively, suggesting a highly unusual basis for redundancy whose biological explanation remains to be established (Pinol-Roma et al., 1988; Wolffe et al., 1992) . We have not, for example, excluded the possibility that AUF-1 and YB-1 exhibit distinct temporal patterns of expression during erythroid differentiation: while levels of both factors initially increase in EPO-induced CD34+ cells, our analyses did not examine the expression of either RBP at later, postnuclear stages of differentiation (van Zalen et al., 2012) . We have also considered that AUF-1/YB-1 functional redundancy might comprise a biological 'fail-safe' strategy for stabilizing the β-globin mRNA at a critical stage in erythroid differentiation. This potential cellular mechanism is supported by precedent: gld-1 mRNA, a factor that is essential for oogenic meiosis in Caenorhabditis elegans differentiation (Francis et al., 1995) , is activated by two related poly(A) polymerases that converge on its 3′UTR to independently repress the action of the deadenylase CCR-4, maintaining poly(A) tail length and allowing for normal differentiation (Schmid et al., 2009) . Considering the critical importance of β-globin mRNA to normal hemoglobinization, such a 'fail-safe' mechanism might not be entirely unanticipated in erythroid differentiation.
The expectation that AUF-1 and YB-1 act to stabilize β-globin mRNA in erythroid cytoplasm was originally based upon experimentally discrete observations that were fully consistent with this possibility. Both proteins bind to the β-globin 3′UTR in erythroid cytoplasm (van Zalen et al., 2012) , and both can independently stabilize heterologous mRNAs (Capowski et al., 2001; Fellows et al., 2012; McGray et al., 2011) . Moreover, AUF-1 and YB-1 both interact with PABPC1 that is bound to heterologous mRNAs (Higashi et al., 2011; Laroia et al., 1999) , ostensibly protecting their poly(A) tails from decay ratelimiting deadenylation (Parker and Song, 2004; Wahle and Winkler, 2013) . This last activity may be germane to the regulation of β-globin mRNA, as deadenylation appears to be the rate-limiting step for its decay as well (Gorski et al., 1975; Xu et al., 1998) . Our analyses, which demonstrate that the degradation of β-globin mRNA is accompanied by a parallel shortening of the poly(A) tail (Fig. 6A) , seem to confirm this expectation. The fact that the β-complex has relatively little effect on poly(A) tail length, but cannot assemble in the absence of a minimal poly(A) tail, suggests that the mRNP acts at a Fig. S4B ).
critical point in the β-globin mRNA decay process; specifically, at the time when the final PABPC1 monomer is removed from the proximal stretch of poly(A) tail. This is the step that irreversibly initiates mRNA decay (Parker and Song, 2004; Wahle and Winkler, 2013) and is thus a critical control point in regulating mRNA stability. The importance of mRNA stability in cells that are transcriptionally silenced cannot be overstated. A 30% reduction in the cytoplasmic half-life of a specific mRNA predicts a corresponding deficit in its cytoplasmic level in transcriptionally active cells, but significantly overestimates its cytoplasmic level in transcriptionally silent cells. A consequence of this effect is that the relative quantities of two mRNAs with different t1/2 values will increase exponentially over time in transcriptionally silent cells, predicting that even a modest difference in the halflives of β WT and β XM mRNAs would produce a significant discrepancy in their levels during the 3-5 day interval of transcriptional silence that characterizes terminal erythroid differentiation (Greer et al., 2009) . We calculate that the~4-hr increase in t1/2 value that we observe for β WT mRNA would allow for a 5-to 16-fold enrichment in its overall level during this developmental interval. The biological importance of this process is illustrated by common, natural occurring mutations that shorten the t1/2 value of human α-globin mRNA, effecting a 5-fold reduction in its accumulation within 3 days of transcriptional silencing (Morales et al., 1997; Weiss and Liebhaber, 1994) . Similar regulatory defects that reduce the level of β-globin mRNA would be predicted to lead to a significant discordance in α-and β-globin chain synthesis that defines congenital genetic conditions that include the β thalassemias (Chaisue et al., 2007; Ranjbaran et al., 2013) . In addition to their mRNA-stabilizing properties, both AUF-1 and YB-1 interact with heterologous mRNAs to effect mRNA splicing and enhance translational efficiency. For example, YB-1 participates in splicing reactions, both as a component of the spliceosome during A-and B-complex formation, and as a co-factor in complexes that stimulate alternative splicing of specific pre-mRNAs (Wei et al., 2012) . 3′UTR-bound YB-1 also selectively inhibits translation of several mRNAs (Lyabin et al., 2011; Paranjape and Harris, 2007) , while AUF-1 promotes the translation of mRNAs encoding TAK1 and MYC (Liao et al., 2007; Sarkar et al., 2011) . The observed structural interaction between PABPC1 and either AUF-1 or YB-1 suggests that the β-complex additionally influences β-globin mRNA translation, since PABPC1 is described to interact with initiation factors eIF4G and eIF4E to form a 'closed loop' structure of mRNA that may promote translation initiation and termination (Tarun and Sachs, 1996; Wells et al., 1998) . We found no evidence to support a role for AUF-1 and YB-1 in either the splicing or translation of β-globin mRNA (data not shown), implicating their principal functions as mRNA-stabilizing factors for this transcript. Several other RBPs that interact with the β-globin 3′UTR -two in the nucleus (Jiang et al., 2006; Millevoi et al., 2009 ) -might mediate processes that regulate β-globin pre-mRNA in the nucleus before the mature transcript is exported to the cytoplasm.
Several observations suggest that AUF-1 and YB-1 -in addition to regulating β-globin mRNA stability -play a role in posttranscriptional mechanisms that direct terminal erythroid differentiation. Among other defects, a murine YB-1 loss-offunction model exhibits a severe failure of erythroid development; moreover, expression of YB-1 is regulated by GATA-1, a master regulator of erythroid development (Yokoyama, Harigae, Takahasi, Kameoka et al., 2003; Yokoyama, Harigae, Takahashi, Takahasi et al., 2003) . Likewise, changes in AUF-1 in vivo levels can affect the expression of cyclin D1 and other factors that regulate normal erythropoiesis (Gouble et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2006) . Finally, both YB-1 and AUF-1 regulate the stabilities of various mRNAs encoding proteins that are involved in erythroid cell growth and differentiation during erythropoiesis, such as GM-CSF, p16, and thymidylate synthase (Capowski et al., 2001; Pullmann et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005) . This evidence suggests that YB-1 and AUF-1 participate in an mRNA stability regulatory program that affects a larger number of mRNAs that are essential for normal terminal erythroid differentiation. It is also reasonable to speculate that these and other non-globin mRNAs that assemble mRNPs from AUF1 and YB1 in non-hematopoietic cells may be regulated through similar effects on their half-lives.
4.
Experimental procedures
Plasmids
pTRE-β-WT was constructed by cloning a 3.0-kb fragment of human genomic DNA, encompassing the 1.5-kb full-length β-globin gene and its contiguous 3′-flanking region, into the SacII-EcoRV restriction sites of pTRE-Tight-BI-AcGFP1 (Clontech). A variant β-globin gene (β XM ), containing a 3′UTR site-specific CTGGG→GACCC mutation at 3′UTR positions 65-69 (Sup Fig. S1 ), was generated by exchanging the 0.2-kb BstXI-SwaI fragment of pTRE-β-WT (encompassing the β-globin 3′UTR) with a corresponding synthetic DNA (Genscript) (van Zalen et al., 2012) . Templates for in vitro transcription of human β-globin 3′UTRs, either without or with a 18-nt poly(A) tail, were constructed by directional cloning of the cognate DNA into the XhoI-BglII restriction sites of pSP72 (Promega). Plasmids encoding hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged proteins were constructed by cloning AUF-1 (RefSeq NM_002138.3) or YB-1 (NM_004559.3) openreading-frame DNAs (Genscript) into the unique NheI-NotI restriction sites of pTRE2pur-HA (Clontech), downstream and in-frame to the HA-encoding sequence. The AUF-1 and YB-1 coding regions were synthesized to contain synonymous codons that prevent base-paring with factor-specific siRNAs, but do not alter the native amino-acid sequences (described below). pTRIPz-YB-1, which encodes an shRNA that targets YB-1 mRNA, was purchased from Open Biosystems. Sequences encompassing AUF-1 and non-silencing specific shRNAs (Genscript) were exchanged for the YB-1 shRNA sequence using the unique MluIXhoI restriction sites. Plasmids encoding a luciferase ORF were modified to include β-globin 3′UTRs and 1.5 kb of contiguous 3′-flanking region by cloning the corresponding PCR-generated products into the unique XbaI-BamHI restriction sites of pGL3-Promoter (Promega). All recombinant sequences were verified by automated dideoxy sequencing.
RNA electromobility shift assays (R-EMSAs)
Template DNAs were linearized with BglII, and [α-32 P]-labeled RNAs transcribed in vitro using SP6 polymerase under conditions recommended by the manufacturer (Ambion). To generate probes with elongated poly(A) tails, [
32 P]-labeled β-globin 3′UTRs containing a standard 18-nt poly(A) tail were incubated for 10 min at 37°C with either 1 U or 4 U of Escherichia coli poly(A) polymerase (NEB). The structural integrities of all RNAs were verified by denaturing acrylamide-urea gel electrophoreses. Transcripts (3 × 10 4 cpm) were incubated at RT for 30 min in EMSA buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) and supplemented with either 10 µg cellular extract or 250 ng recombinant protein. GST-AUF-1, GST-YB-1, and GST-hnRNP H (RefSeq NM_001257293.1) were purified as described (van Zalen et al., 2012) , while His-PABPC1 (NM_002568) was commercially sourced (Abcam). Reaction products were digested at RT for 10 min with 20 U RNase T1 (Roche), resolved on a native 5% polyacrylamide gel, and exposed to X-ray film. Competitor DNAs (0.2 nmol) were added when indicated.
Cell culture
K562 and HEK293 cells were maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator in RPMI 1640 + GlutaMAX and DMEM media, respectively, and amended with 10% Tet System Approved FBS (Clontech) and 1× Antibiotic-Antimycotic (Invitrogen). K562/tTA cell lines were generated by transfecting K562 cells with pTet-Off Advanced (Clontech) and selecting for G418-resistant clones (400 µg/mL). Tetracycline (tet) responsiveness was assessed by transiently co-transfecting individual K562/tTA clones with pTRE-Tight-Luc (firefly luciferase) and transfectionefficiency control pRL (renilla luciferase), exposing cells to tet (1.0 µg/mL) for 48 hr, and quantifying the change in the firefly:renilla luciferase ratio relative to that in control tetnaïve cells. A single K562/tTA clone with the strongest tet response was used for all subsequent experiments. K562/tTA-β cells, which stably express high levels of either β WT or β XM mRNAs, were generated from K562/tTA cells by Amaxa electroporation (Lonza) with either pTRE-Tight-β WT or -β XM , and selected for resistance to hygromycin B (400 µg/mL).
K562 cell transfection
K562/tTA-β cells were subcultured for two days to a density of 0.5-1.0 × 10 6 /mL, and 2-5 × 10 6 cells subsequently coelectroporated with 50 pmol of siRNA and 3.0 µg of HAvector. After a 48-hr recovery, cells were aliquoted for RNA or cytoplasmic protein extraction. siRNAs specific for AUF-1, YB-1, and lamin A/C were purchased from Dharmacon.
Human primary cell culture
Human CD34+ cells were isolated, cultured, and differentiated as we previously describe (van Zalen et al., 2012) . In brief, fresh umbilical cord blood was obtained from the University of Pennsylvania Stem Cell and Xenograft Core under an existing Institutional Review Board-approved protocol. Mononuclear cells were isolated on a Ficoll-Paque PLUS gradient (GE Healthcare) and immunomagnetically enriched for CD34+ cells according to the manufacturer's protocol (MiltenyiBiotec). Cells were cultured in IMDM (Invitrogen) containing 20% BIT 9500 Serum Substitute (Stem Cell Technologies) and 1× Antibiotic-Antimycotic, and induced to erythroid differentiation as described (van Zalen et al., 2012) . Flow cytometric analyses were conducted with APC-CD45, PE-GlyA, and FITC-CD71.
4.6.
Lentiviral production and transduction of K562 cells HEK293 cells (1 × 10 6 ) were pre-cultured in DMEM for 24 hr in a 60-mm dish, and medium refreshed two hr before transfection. pTRIPz (14.0 µg) was mixed with Trans-Lentiviral Packaging mix and Fugene, and layered over the pre-cultured HEK293 cells according to the manufacturers' instructions (ThermoScientific; Roche). Lentiviral supernatants were harvested after 36 hr. K562 cells were overlayered with 900 µL medium containing 100 µL supernatant, 8 µg/mL polybrene, and 10 mM HEPES; centrifuged in 6-well plates at RT for 90 min at 3200 rpm; and selected for resistance to puromycin (2.0 µg/mL). shRNA expression was induced by adding 2.0 µg/mL doxycycline for 72 hr, and cells subsequently harvested for either RNA isolation or protein extraction.
Western transfer analyses
Cytoplasmic extracts were resolved on a pre-cast 4-12% gradient SDS-PAGE gel, and transferred to nitrocellulose using an XCell-II Blot Module (Invitrogen). Membranes were sequentially incubated for one hr at RT in blocking buffer (Superblock T20 PBS; ThermoScientific), and for one hr in blocking buffer supplemented with primary antibody. Membranes were washed with PBS+Tween-20 (0.05%) and incubated for one hr in blocking buffer containing horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (GE Healthcare).Washed membranes were analyzed by ECLPlus chemiluminescence as recommended by the manufacturer (GE Healthcare) and quantification performed using Image Lab 5.0 software (Biorad). Antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz (β-globin, catalogue # sc-21757; PABPC1, sc-32318; YB-1, sc-101198; β-actin, sc-58673) or generously provided by G. Dreyfuss (University of Pennsylvania; AUF-1).
mRNA decay analyses
Two-point decay analyses were performed on duplicate aliquots of K562/tTA cells that were transiently co-transfected with pGL3 (Promega; 2.5 µg) and either pTRE-β-WT or pTRE-β-XM (2.5 µg) using Amaxa technology, and then cultured for 16 hr in the presence of doxycycline (0.2 µg/mL). Cells were washed twice with PBS and once with RPMI to permit a 4-hr pulse interval of β-globin gene expression, at which point dox (2.0 µg/mL) was restored to the culture medium. Cells were harvested 0 and 16 hr later with Trizol, and isolated RNAs subjected to RT-qPCR analyses (see above). Conventional half-life analyses were conducted using the reverse-chase strategy for estimating mRNA half-lives (Abdulmalik et al., 2012) . 4 × 10 4 K562/tTA cells that had previously been engineered to stably express β WT or β XM genes were aliquoted in 180 µL media in a 96-well format, 24 hr prior to the start of the transcriptional chase. At t = 48 hr, cells were washed twice with excess PBS, then lysed in situ using Cells-to-Ct reagent (Ambion). Equal volumes of prepared RNAs were reverse-transcribed, and firststrand cDNAs quantified by RT-qPCR usingTaqman assays. Levels of β-globin mRNAs were normalized to levels of control β-actin mRNAs, then regressed to an exponential decay function.
